College of Arts and Sciences

2014 Faculty Publications, Creative Activities, & Grants

Books

**Heredia, Roberto R.** and Jeanette Altarriba (Eds.). *Foundations of Bilingual Memory*. NY, NY: Springer.


**Journal Articles – Peer reviewed**


**Dolan, Timothy E.** Potempkin portals or the real revolution?: The state of e-government in Egypt. *The Digest of Middle East Studies*, 23 (1): 105-127.


**Thompson, Jerry**. ‘Brave Christian soldiers:’ The New Mexico territorial militia in the Civil War,” *New Mexico Historical Review, 89* (Summer): 263-320.


**Ynalvez Ruby**, Claudia Garza-Gongora, **Marcus A. Ynalvez**, Noriko Hara. Research experiences and mentoring practices in selected East Asian graduate programs: Predictors of research productivity


---

**Chapters/ Essays in Books**


Editorial Work


Conference Proceedings


Encyclopedia/Reference Articles


Book Reviews

Klein, Ursela. Review of From the Womb to the Body Politic: Raising the Nation in Enlightenment Russia, by Anna Kuxhausen. SEEJ: Slavic and Eastern European Journal, 58 (3).


Creative Activities


Haynes, Robert W. Two poems, “From the Desk of the Chair” and “Lucy Kroll in the Archives,” Indian Review (India), July 19, 2014 (online).
Haynes, Robert W. Two poems, “Bald Soprano Escapes Giant Asteroid” and “The Last Question,” HuesoLoco 3, Spring 2014 (online).


**External Grants, Principal Investigator**

Addo-Mensah, Alfred K. (PI). The design, synthesis and binding studies of polypyridine based carbohydrate receptors in aqueous media. Welch Foundation - $180,000.

Addo-Mensah, Alfred K. (PI), and Ni, Qingwen (PI). MRI: Acquisition of a nuclear magnetic resonance spectrophotometer for the advancement of research and teaching at TAMIU. National Science Foundation - $279,300.

Addo-Mensah, Alfred K. (PI). MRI: Acquisition of PS-3 automated peptide synthesizer to enhance research and training at Texas A&M International University. National Science Foundation - $41,627.

Goonatilake, Rohitha (PI) and Namwon Kim (PI). Engineering summer program workshop for high school and middle school students. Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB) - $12,500.

Goonatilake Rohitha (PI). Robert Noyce Mathematics Teacher Scholarship Program (TAMIU-NMTSP) National Science Foundation - $1,199,971.

Heredia, Roberto (PI). Title VB- GREAT. National Science Foundation - $2,800,000.

Houston, Kate (PI). Investigating individual communication with a larger organization: Recruitment and retention. British security and intelligence organization - $750.

Jorgenson, Kamerson (PI). Theoretical determination of the heats of formation of perhalogenated compounds. Xsede (Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment), National Science Foundation - $100,000.


Mandel, Hari (PI). The Welch Foundation Departmental Research Grant. Welch Foundation - $25,000.

Mott, Daniel (PI). Title III-SYSTEM. National Science Foundation - $4,300,000.

Mott, Daniel (Cooperative Grant with LCC). Title V-Building Scholars - $2,100,000.
Quintana, Fernando G. (PI). BMI in Children during Development. Dr. Francisco Cervantes.


Tobin, Kenneth J. Installing LDM, RAMADDA, THREEDS, and IDV at TAMIU. Unidata Program Center (UCAR / National Science Foundation) - $10,579.

Tobin, Kenneth J. (PI), and Bennett, Marvin E. (PI). 3-D Visualizations of TRMM, Derived Hydrology Data for the South Texas Region. Outreach Supplement to Ongoing Research Grant. NASA - $29,894.